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Column: Dreamers 
10/11/2016, by Thijs Kolster 
 
A few months ago this wild idea had emerged: Children at ‘our’ centre for the disabled, where I 
work as a volunteer, would spend some time with ‘ordinary’ children at the American school. 
Because it would be a special experience. We imagined. 
So one Sunday morning we find ourselves in the high school. Ill at ease. High school kids serve 
coffee. I dare one of  them to start painting together with our children. She laughs, but then she 
drags her friend along and begins. Slowly things are starting to happen. The first painting is 
finished. Louis, our centre’s director, spontaneously heads for the middle of  the school hall, where 
he holds the painting high above his head and announces the names of  the two makers out loud. 
All of  a sudden, everyone is going for it. Every new product is hailed with loud applause. Pairs 
emerge, and people attempt, however clumsily, to talk to each other. Moroccan high school children 
help translate wherever necessary. Out of  the corner of  my eye I see how a mum puts a brush 
between the toes of  her child and paints. A high school kid stands next to them, providing 
encouragement. I count more than fifty paintings. 
Then I walk over to the swimming pool, where I speak with a few kids of  the American school and 
with the pool guards. They and our children are going to jump in the pool together – one of  those 
beautiful, crystal clear, shimmering and heated outdoor swimming pools. 
It’s all going effortlessly. Couples emerge in the water. With endless patience a boy swims next to 
‘our’ Saber, who can’t swim yet; he bobs on his back in a lifejacket. One girl spends an entire hour 
swimming with Eitan, a child with cerebral palsy. I see children doing swimming races together. 
Children of  the American school capture the moments on camera. For some of  them the camera 
lens provides a safe distance, which is fine too. 
Then it’s time for pizza and pop, followed by a quick play in the school’s playgrounds. It’s been an 
experience you can only dream of. 
Before going to sleep that night, I read a few pages in Amos Oz’s book Judas and come across these 
words: “Despite everything I have said before, dreamers are happy and the man who opens their 



eyes is cursed… Due to dreamers we – the level headed people – are perhaps also less petrified and 
desperate than we would be without them.” Sometimes an accidental sequence of  events simply 
seems to be too much of  a coincidence. 
This must be one of  those days. 
And that night I have truly nothing to dream about… 


